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 INTERMEDIA

 Enacting the I.iminal

 Hans Breder

 I arrive in New York City in the fall of 1964 from Hamburg, Germany with little
 but a rigorously traditional European art school education and apprenticeship.
 Having just seen one of Yves Klein's monochrome blue canvases in Paris, I am

 convinced that I am no longer able to invest meaning in or to derive it from painting

 (not yet aware that within the modernist realm, painting "dies" every decade or so-
 or, that throughout the decades of intermedia work upon which I am about to
 embark, I will be compelled to paint as well).

 What a moment to land in New York City. The art community reverberates with
 expressive energy and experimental modes; a sense of expanded horizons; the power
 of transgression and transformation; the flowering of new concepts, new media, new
 forms: Happenings, Pop Art, Op Art, Minimal Art, Conceptual Art. These re-
 invigorated expressive modes possess historical roots, but now for the first time they
 bloom in the relative affluence and nearly pervasive optimism of the U.S. in the
 early 1960s. To say this was a wildly liberating time in the arts is an enormous
 understatement. Like love you had to be there. In this fertile aesthetic moment, with
 countless other artists, my work thrives, transforms. The constructions I make are
 referred to as conceptual, minimalist "sculptures," emanating from my contructivist

 aligned background. My perennial preoccupation with the idea of collage and the
 concept of liminality manifest in these first American works upon which George
 Rickey comments, "Breder sets polished or transparent cubes over mirrors or stripes

 to mingle virtual with real images, and thus removes the barrier between the real and
 the looking-glass world."'

 In the fall of 1966, I leave New York City for Iowa City to devote myself not only
 to art but to education as well. I understand (only partially) what I am gaining and
 losing. I am losing an effortless presence at the center of the post-World War II art
 world. I am gaining membership in an intellectual community free from the
 pressures of the marketplace, the luxury of being able to do experimental work and
 to engage in interdisciplinary dialogue. During the first portion of my career at the
 University of Iowa, both in my teaching and in my work, I concentrate on
 establishing interdisciplinary links between film, theatre, music, poetry, and the
 visual arts. More recently, I have established and explored an interdisciplinary
 dialogue between the visual arts and the liberal arts.
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 Originally hired to teach media of drawing, one year later I propose the addition of
 a course entitled Intermedia. The entire faculty votes in favor of the idea. I am
 amazed and realize subsequently that the reason the proposal had been accepted
 with so little contention was that the faculty had a hard time understanding my
 accent and thought that I was proposing an intermediate drawing course. "Interme-
 diate" was "Intermedia." Brash as I am, I realize that my linguistic deficiencies will
 not disguise, for long, that what seemed to be an institutional addition was, in fact,

 a pedagogical revolution. So, almost immediately, during the first semester Intermedia
 and Video Art was offered, I propose the establishment of an Intermedia and Video

 Art Area within the School of Art and Art History. I argue that there is a
 paradigmatic shift occurring within the arts. To keep pace with this shift, the
 conventional university emphasis on specialized practices institutionalized into
 academic areas should be augmented by exposure to and training in intermedia, as
 a way of thought and mode of practice. The proposal is accepted and in 1968 the
 University of Iowa becomes the first University in the country where graduate studio
 majors are able to pursue intermedia course work, produce an intermedia thesis, and
 earn an MFA in Intermedia and Video Art.

 My students and I launch into an intense process of exploration and experimenta-
 tion producing and exhibiting earth art, body art, performance and installation
 work-intermedia pieces of every variety. Faced with the "reality" of intermedia,
 some faculty members in the School of Art and Art History look askance at our
 efforts and are vocal in their disapproval. To the most conservative, what we are
 producing does not constitute "ART." One faculty member complains that I soon
 will bestow MFAs for the act of pissing. Others recognize the paradigmatic
 expansion of "ART" but contend that intermedia works are "too exotic" for this art

 school. The more experimental the student work, the greater the disdain of certain
 faculty. I have to fight to get videos accepted as MFA pieces. I engage in countless
 battles to defend experimental MFA theses (like Thomas Macaulay's which was
 composed of blank pages and brief instructions on how the reader should feel/smell
 the paper, listen to the shuffling of pages, etc.). In a small performance of my own,
 during a departmental debate over the work of one of my students, I ( an untenured

 Assistant Professor) whirl around to the faculty, point my finger, and bellow "I was
 not hired to teach you."

 While there is some opposition within the School of Art and Art History to the
 work we are doing, faculty from other departments: poets, composers, filmmakers
 regularly participate in the program. It is not only the students who are inspired to
 do interdisciplinary work but faculty as well. My own work flourishes. I begin to
 choreograph movement pieces which are kinetic, corporeal parallels to the mirror
 constructions which I exhibit with Richard Feigen until 1973. In an effort to
 document these interdisciplinary pieces, I begin to experiment with video which
 almost immediately becomes a central element rather than an instrument of
 documentation.
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 Intermedia is transforming the aesthetic landscape. Those faculty with whom I had
 been working most closely-Ted Perry (film), Bob Gilbert (theatre), William
 Hibbard (music), and our students present our first major experiment in this new
 landscape, Interplay-an "intermedia opera" described by Iowa City's daily paper as
 "crossing boundaries of individual disciplines to an intermedia mosaic of a
 performance, film, sculpture, movement and sonoric situations."2 Although I am
 trying to refrain from a nostalgic romanticizing of this period, it was an extraordi-

 nary time. We were consumed by the work, dedicated to it with pure abandon: no
 caution, no thought of getting jobs, of making money, of making "it." There was
 only the work and the world of creation into which it brought us.

 That my colleagues had doubts about "intermedia" is not surprising. We knew at the
 time that we were defining the term, giving life to the concept through our work.
 Remember, it was "the sixties." Rigid definitions were neither demanded nor
 desired-although, I believe that all involved would have agreed that certain key
 terms, alone and in constellation, illuminate the practice and theory of intermedia.

 Intermedia engages the spectator as participant. It is collaborative, conceptually
 grounded, performative, ritualistic, site-specific. It exists in liminal space where the

 interplay of two or more media propagate new ideas, new forms, new ways of seeing
 and being.

 In the early days of the program my collaborator, the poet Anselm Hollo, described

 the concept of intermedia as "the quest for new kinds of conjunctions, perhaps
 similar to those existing at the beginnings of dance, recitation and theatre, although
 the ritual element has been replaced by a conceptual one and the work is structured

 in such a way that it allows the audience to share the experience of whatever
 perceptions the makers of the piece themselves arrive at while composing it." Some
 years later, with the program well-established, two other intermedia collaborators,
 Stephen Foster and Estera Milman, defined intermedia, as "most 'inter' when the

 medium, whatever that happens to be, serves as a vehicle through which a variety of
 'generic intentions' can be processed, either consecutively, serially, or simultaneously.
 This is what makes a work 'intermedia' rather than 'multimedia.' . . . At its best,

 [intermedia] is more a question of finding a means of motorizing ideas and
 expectations. If the Duchamp 'Fountain' is intermedia, it is not intermedia because
 it occupies a place between art and plumbing but because it catalyzed a variety of
 artistic and social mechanisms."3

 When I left New York City, I often joked to friends, who thought my departure was
 foolhardy, that I would overcome urban and coastal provincialism-that I would
 bring New York City to Iowa City. To keep myself in dialogue and to oxygenate
 Iowa City with new aesthetic ideas, from the beginning, I make the cornerstone of
 Intermedia and Video Art its visiting artist program. Among the first visitors are
 Allan Kaprow and Hans Haacke.

 In 1970, Perry, Hibbard, Gilbert, and I receive a large Rockefeller Grant. We form
 the Center for the New Performing Arts to administer funds for visiting intermedia
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 artists. Robert Wilson is our first artist-in-residence. He stays for an entire semester

 during which he develops Deafman Glance. Not only students and faculty but many
 "locals" as well participate in his performances. The choice of Wilson to inaugurate
 this major project was "right on" as my students might have said at the time. For an
 entire semester, he resided in an old farmhouse which became an intermedia

 community: day and night, students, faculty, performers from New York City and
 locals from Iowa City mingle, talk, explore. Intermedia experiments abound. No
 one ponders the art/life question. We live it.

 Wilson's working notes from Iowa City, December 1970, express the prevailing
 sense of excitement and experimentation "Running together. We caught each other

 falling standing still we fell into each other falling into the wall walking again and
 again and again I talked of Isadora Duncan ... Then I read Stein to Hans's class then
 gave them a reading list: Gurdjieff, Stein, Duncan, Jill Johnson, Angela Davis,
 Langer, National Enquirer, Cassirer, Houdini, Edgar Cayce ... Hans says O.K., but
 I forgot to let his class talk. Hans is fantastic; there is no difference between the way
 he talks about his work and the way the students there all level together-
 everyone."4 Later that year another visitor, Willoughby Sharp, a pioneering advocate
 for the experimental arts of the 60s, presents the first video works by Dennis
 Oppenheim, Vito Acconci, Bruce Nauman. Video is becoming more and more
 central to intermedia.

 During that summer, Scott Burton, Marjorie Strider, and I perform a series of
 collaborative intermedia events at Lake Macbride Field Campus. Strider's perform-
 ance, For D. W, is conceived in cinematic terms-a Western movie without film.

 Three horsemen gallop toward the audience sharply avoiding collision at the last
 moment. Anticipating the thematics of his future work, Scott Burton creates
 Furniture Landscape. He juxtaposes natural and man-made artifacts: creating and
 placing domestic environments within nature. Continuing to explore the liminal,
 mingling real and virtual space, my event Eclipse 1, utilizes the lake and its shores,
 three sailboats, music by Peter T. Lewis and film and slide projectors. After dark,
 trees on the shore are illuminated by blank colored slides-pink, red, purple,
 creating the illusion of a theatrical set. Sailboats, choreographed, move through the

 "set," as images of these same sailboats are projected onto the moving boats. Screen
 and image interact to produce obliteration/eclipse, superimposition, fusion.

 Through the first half of the 70s, visiting artists and critics, among them: Vito
 Acconci, Lucy Lippard, Elaine Summers, and Michael Kirby continue to bring
 experimental art and ideas to Iowa City. Later, a critic would note that despite the
 "aesthetic diversity" of our visiting artists program, all visitors shared "a sensibility
 that demands cross-disciplinary uses of media."5 Sharing that sensibility and crucial

 to the process of intermedia experimentation are our students who participate with
 a wholehearted engagement and generosity of time and energy that is hard to
 imagine today. Long-standing conventions of higher education emphasize the
 consumption of knowledge rather than its production or the production of creative
 and critical interpretive practices. The Intermedia and Video Art Program provided
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 an environment where students were encouraged to produce, perform, and critique.
 By merging critical practices with workshop practices the barriers between the so
 called theoretical and creative are transcended and student work flourishes.

 The foundation of my pedagogical philosophy is to allow group dynamic and
 individual process to evolve. I have never desired to standardize students or to
 recreate myself (students rarely see my own work, exhibited outside of Iowa City).
 Every student possesses knowledge/insight/experience which is meaningful to
 everyone-including myself. I do not pretend that I am equal to my students but
 our relationship is fluid and reciprocal. My main responsibility is to be aware of the

 group dynamic. The structure will take form organically. As a result, the teaching-
 learning system changes from semester to semester, sometimes drastically, since
 students at any given historical moment shape course format and content. There are

 always new impulses. The tremendous impact of feminist thought on the program
 is a prime example of its evolutionary inclination. At first glance, the Intermedia and
 Video Art Program seems totally unstructured (frustrating to some) but it is, in fact,

 guided by a multifaceted conceptual framework.

 While the centrality of the visiting artists program and student participation remains

 constant, the pedagogical focus of Intermedia and Video Art begins to expand after

 1970. More of our work is done in nature. Also, the 70s sees the beginning of a
 cross-cultural emphasis. Increasingly, leaving the studio, discarding art in any
 narrow sense, moving out into nature and the world become significant elements of
 intermedia at Iowa.

 In the summer of 1972, our workshop meets daily at the Lake Macbride Field
 Campus. Students experiment with a variety of intermedia art projects-site-specific

 performance, earth art, body art, and infinite combinations thereof. It is here that
 Ana Mendieta, probably the program's best-known graduate, begins to develop her
 interest in ritualistic, site-specific performance. That fall, inspired by the summer's

 work, she begins doing pieces which set the stage for the Silueta series. On a sunny,

 humid afternoon, typical of Iowa in the early fall, a group of students visit my
 studio. Among them is Mendieta. The smell of freshly cut grass is hanging in the air.
 Spontaneously, Mendieta undresses, lies on the lawn, and asks one of the students to

 cover her body with grass so that it blends into the ground. From that point, she
 blends her body with natural elements in innumerable ways. Four subsequent
 summers spent in Oaxaca, Mexico, endow her work (and the work of all involved)
 with cross-cultural dimension. In 1976, we visit Yaagul, a Zapotec site in the valley
 of Oaxaca, that we had visited many times. Nude, Mendieta lays in open tomb. I
 arrange flowers around her, according to her instruction that the flowers should
 seem to grow from her body.6

 During this same period, with my students, I present several pieces in New York
 City. Critical reaction to Hybrids shown at the Max Hutchinson Gallery in 1972
 provide insight into our efforts. In his review, Michael Kirby underscores the crucial
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 issue of context, observing that "an interdisciplinary organization" from the
 University of Iowa presented performance pieces "at an art gallery rather than a
 theater." He goes on to argue that although the title of the group presentation
 Hybrids was taken from the title of my performance, "the presentation itself can be

 seen as representing a hybrid form deriving from both dance and the visual arts."
 Kirby goes on to observe that "Both sculpture and dance organize space; if
 performers are used as 'living sculpture' and dance employs non-traditional
 movement, categories blend into each other."7 Responding to Hybrids, Gregory
 Battcock writes, "For want of a better word, this type of representation might be
 described as inter-video ... the Breder people include video as a component among
 a variety of elements. All are interdependent and interacting, and such relationships
 are exploited. Thus video is defined in the broadest way possible."8

 Money begins to dry up. However, the Intermedia and Video Art Program
 continues (to this day) to oversee an active and productive visiting artist program,
 bringing together fine arts faculty and students with artists and critics from New

 York City and Europe. Nam June Paik, Dennis Oppenheim, Mary Beth Edelson,
 Jaime Davidovich, Donald Kuspit, Ida Applebroog, RoseLee Goldberg, Howardina
 Pindell, John Hanhardt, Carl Loeffler, Nancy Spero, Karen Finley, Linda Montano,
 Carolee Schneemann, Lois Nesbit, Lucio Pozzi, Jean Dupuy, Ben Vautier, Harry
 Heyink, David Garcia, Raul Marroquin, Thomas Lawton, Theodora Skipitares, Jo
 Andres, George Kuchar, Yvonne Rainer, Trinh Minh-Ha: each offer workshops,
 residencies, and a stimulating environment for my students.

 I am increasingly aware that the Intermedia and Video Art Program is a process
 whereby the meaning and parameters of intermedia are ongoingly defined and
 redefined. By the mid-70s, while the originating concepts of the program are still
 operative, in my own work, I am thoroughly engaged in video and in forging an
 interdisciplinary link between the fine arts and the liberal arts. The hyper self-
 reflexivity of postmodernism makes knowledge of cultural, social, and literary
 theory crucial to the working artist. One of the things which distinguishes
 intermedia students from art students working in a single medium is that the
 intermedia students strive to attain a critical vocabulary and theoretical point of
 view that extends beyond (but includes) the critical language of art-reaching
 beyond the art school to the rich intellectual cultures which exist at the University.
 From the mid-70s until this moment, my students and I-in different ways for
 widely different projects-work with concepts drawn from anthropology, cultural
 studies, psychology, critical theory, sociology, as well as art history--this all in
 addition to continuing to work with constellations of music, film, theatre, dance.
 During this program expansion, in addition to video, new technologies of all kinds
 begin to open up possibilities for intermedia students. In 1982, to generate a
 dialogue between the fine arts and the mass media, the Intermedia and Video Art
 Program co-sponsors a three hour interactive satellite teleconference. The teleconfer-
 ence interconnects curators, educators, critics, media spokespeople, and artists in
 Los Angeles, Iowa City, and New York. The satellite project was an experiment with
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 stellar moments but also with plenty of confusion. I would do it all differently today.

 Nonetheless, it was a pioneering experiment, one which engaged participants in that
 which we didn't fully understand, couldn't entirely control.

 Continuing the inclination generated in my own work, the Intermedia and Video
 Art Program continues to be world-conscious. In spring of 1994, Professor Harry
 Heyink and five of his students from the Rietveld Academie in Amsterdam, spend
 two weeks collaborating with me and my students to produce Contact, a live
 cablecast program in Iowa City. Last fall, I took seven students to the Rietveld
 Academie for ten days where we collaborated with students and faculty from
 Romania, Slovakia, and the Netherlands, culminating in an evening of collaborative
 performances.

 What is revealed by this attenuated, idiosyncratic reflection on the creation and
 evolution of intermedia at Iowa? An historian friend urges me, through the magic of

 interpretation, to make "large claim" from this "small matter." There may be a large
 claim lurking here, awaiting voice. For my part, I will end with a few modest
 assertions which have suggested themselves through this exercise.

 Almost too obvious to mention, is the profound difference between the historical
 moment in which intermedia is created and enacted and the present. The 60s; the
 90s: one the antithesis of the other. The "sixties" have been subject to a long and
 effective negative public relations campaign. For nearly thirty years what dominant
 media have chanted and imaged most repetitiously and pervasively are those excesses

 that inevitably accompany disenchantment and idealism. Certainly, for those of us

 thoroughly involved in the experimental arts, the 60s was an inspired/inspiring
 moment, if flawed. You had to be there. If you weren't there, probably relatively little

 documentation exists to assist you in visualizing specific events. Today, I recall
 astonishing performances from the early days. Few of them were documented. We
 were entirely absorbed in the moment, in the work, in the experience. This lack of
 attention to documentation evidences a world view essentially different from today's

 obsession to document everything.

 At Iowa, intermedia (as a mode of thought and a set of practices) currently occupies

 an oddly paradoxical position. On the one hand, despite reasonable institutional
 support, more than one administrator has indicated that she/he doesn't really
 understand what we do in intermedia. We are still producing work that, after all
 these years, transgresses existing institutional categories. This lack of understanding
 translates into uphill battles when I ask for space, for equipment, for money. This is

 a sophisticated and supportive art community but with each request I must re-
 explain intermedia. "A hybrid of expressive modes in an art context?" In Iowa, think
 hybrid: think corn. Look up hybrid in an American dictionary, find definitions
 which derive from the rural, the agricultural: the offspring of two animals, plants of
 different races, breeds, species. Mongrel. Half breed. Look up hybrid in a German
 dictionary, find definitions which derive from the sexual: hermaphrodite, androgyne,
 bisexual. Intermedia is not only ineffable. It is inherently confronting: producing
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 new thoughts, processes, forms that are not predictable; mongrels which defy
 categorization; sexualities which challenge the status quo hard to define, defiant:
 perhaps this is why the form "intermedia" is often reduced to terms more easily
 understood (new genre, expanded arts) or to individual components (video, site-
 specific sculpture, performance).

 Today, artists and scholars in (and out of) most colleges and universities work in an
 atmosphere not of abundance but of scarcity with all the large and small meanness

 it engenders. Externally, this state of material and psychological scarcity is exacer-
 bated by growing anti-intellectualism and righteous censoriousness. Internally, it is
 intensified as schools of art become "rationalized," streamlined for bottom-line

 efficiency. One does not have to be paranoid to anticipate difficult times ahead for
 artists, academics, and artists/academics. The ivory tower has been "invaded" by the

 entrepreneurial spirit. Perhaps a changing academic landscape will give rise to new,
 creative intellectual and structural configurations. Or, perhaps these configurations
 represent an essential departure from the creative collaboration/cooperation which is
 one of the cornerstones of the theory and practice of intermedia. Perhaps concepts

 like "intermedia," "interdisciplinary" have been usurped to facilitate an academic
 colonialism where turf wars blur all studio divisions at the cost of mastery in a
 variety of disciplines upon which intermedia depends. Intermedia is not knowing a
 little but a lot of things. Rather, it is a deep understanding and the insight into
 deeper truths which their "interplay" might reveal.

 Perhaps the combination of tight money and an increasingly vivid mock Victorian
 morality will make, at least state supported universities, no longer safe havens for
 experimental work. Pushing boundaries pushes button-often of those who control
 purse strings and public opinion. Perhaps . . . but, my students are producing
 completely individual, though often collaborative expressions. The liminal will
 continue to lurk and lure. There will always be those drawn to explore and express.

 I started this program, almost thirty years ago, without a classroom, without
 equipment. It was all about ideas. It is all about ideas. And on this campus, of those
 we have many. A good time, a good place to make art not commodity.

 NOTES

 1. George Rickey, Constructivist-Origins and Evolution (N.Y.: George Braziller, 1967),
 220.

 2. Editorial, Iowa City Press Citizen, 10 April 1969.

 3. Stephen Foster and Estera Milman, "The Media As Medium: Hans Breder's Berlin
 Work," Kansas Quarterly (Vol. 17, No. 3): 17.

 4. Robert Wilson, Deafman Glance (Iowa City: The University of Iowa, 1970).

 5. Tony Whitfield, "Between the Covers," Live 4 (N.Y.: PAJ Publications, 1980): 32.
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 6. Hans Breder, "Ana Mendieta: Imprints/Students Years 1972-1977," Sulfur (Vol. 22,
 1988): 75.

 7. Michael Kirby, "Hybrids," The Drama Review (Vol. 17, No. 2, 1973): 101.

 8. Gregory Battcock, "Explorations in Video," Art andArtist (Vol. 7, No. 11, 1973): 26.

 Intermedia artist HANS BREDER is Professor of Art at the School of Art

 and Art History, The University of Iowa, Iowa City.
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